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Speaking Out

Finding a Better
Way Forward
By Jennifer Robinson, NCLM President

T

he last few months have been

across the state adapting to a new

working on the ground, and first

unquestionably the most

normal in innovative and effective

responders and other workers have

challenging time facing local

ways. Initially, that adaptation

performed their duties heroically in

governments and locally elected

involved finding ways to respond to

the midst of the virus threat. But for

officials in decades. As my term

residents with questions about the

many services traditionally thought

as president of the North Carolina

COVID-19 virus and city responses

of as requiring in-person delivery,

League of Municipalities begins, I

using social media, other digital

the COVID-19 crisis is leading to

know that many of you struggle

communication and even cloud-

innovation that will have a lasting

with the huge questions of the day:

based call centers that could quickly

footprint.

how do we emerge from this global

get answers to residents suddenly

In my town of Cary, and many

pandemic and best help protect our

dropped into a world of unknowns.

others across the state, live remote

residents’ health and their economic

In Asheville, the city partnered

inspections are taking place for

future; and, how do we best address

with Buncombe County and a local

occupied dwellings. Parks and

calls for social justice and more

telephone service company to create

Recreation departments are offering

equitable approaches to policing?

and operate a cloud-based COVID-19

streaming exercise and other classes.

hotline within days.

Local arts councils are holding

These are not easy questions, and
will not be solved with a single or a

In those early days of the crisis,

more arts and crafts classes online.

simple answer. Solutions will require

remote council meetings and finding

Public libraries are conducting book

a lot of hard work, listening and

innovative ways to encourage remote

readings that reach children over the

all segments of our society pulling

participation by the public became

internet.

together.

the norm in many cities and towns,

That said, I am confident that our

The COVID-19 crisis and its

even as we sought and received

economic effects are creating

locally-elected officials are prepared

clarifying legislation from the General

hardship and tragedy. It’s not easy for

to help lead their communities to

Assembly regarding how we could

any of us. But a silver lining is that we

pull through these trying times.

proceed. With a number of cities

can and are reimagining the ways in

Already, we have seen North Carolina

and towns already utilizing software

which we do business. And we can

cities and towns led by local leaders

office suites that allowed for staff

continue doing so, bringing services

enacting meaningful steps to protect

to meet remotely, the transition to

to our residents in more effective and

residents’ health, and more recently,

teleworking from home for many

cost-efficient ways that last beyond

begin community conversations to

municipal workers happened

this pandemic and are part of a

look for effective policing reforms.

seamlessly.

brighter tomorrow.

As daunting as the challenges are,
we also already see towns and cities

4
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BOARD UPDATE

NCLM Elects 2020-21
Board of Directors
Cary Councilmember Jennifer Robinson
becomes new League president

series that wrapped up June 19.
Jennifer Robinson, a council
member from Cary who had
previously served as the League’s first
vice president, was elected president.
In her opening remarks, Robinson
highlighted the unique, if not turbulent,

By Jack Cassidy, NCLM Communications Associate

T

were announced, and a three-day

circumstances all cities and towns find
themselves in this year.

he League is the unified voice

exceptionally strong group of board

and vision of North Carolina’s

members.

municipalities, furthering goals

“We are all in this together,”
Robinson said. “I am glad that I’m in

“This new board of directors is made

this with all of you. Thank you for all

through collective action. We are a full-

up of exceptional, capable public

you do for the citizens of our great

service association—working for cities

servants. We are so privileged to have

state, for each other, and for the

and towns, led by cities and towns.

leaders like this in our municipalities,

League.”

That leadership is not an abstract

Robinson succeeds Washington

working every day for our cities and

concept. It is undertaken personally by

towns,” NCLM Executive Director Paul

Councilman William Pitt, who now

a group of dedicated and committed

Meyer said. “They are truly committed

becomes the League’s immediate past

public servants from across our state.

to both their hometowns and the state

president.

It is our Board of Directors.

of North Carolina as a whole. I am

“William’s service to this

The new Board of Directors

excited to see the League’s impact

organization has been unwavering,”

was elected and sworn in at our

and effectiveness grow under their

Meyer said, recognizing Pitt’s year as

annual conference, CityVision. This

leadership.”

president. “During his time as board

year, the ceremonies took place

The conference, with nearly 750

member, officer and president, he has

virtually to adhere to public health

municipal officials registered, unfolded

been a steady hand through a time of

guidelines under COVID-19. Still, it

in two parts – the first in late May,

amazing change for the League.”

was no less impressive, and yielded an

when the new board election results

2020-2021 NCLM Board of Directors
• President, Jennifer Robinson, Council Member, Cary

• At Large, Mayor Ian Baltutis, Burlington

• First Vice President, Karen Alexander, Mayor, Salisbury

• At Large, Council Member Owen Thomas, Lumberton

• Second Vice President, Scott Neisler, Mayor, Kings Mountain

• At Large, Council Member Doug Matheson, Blowing Rock

• Immediate Past President, William Pitt, Council Member,
Washington

• Manager, Jeffrey Repp, City Manager, Boiling Spring Lakes

• League District 1, Mayor Don Kingston, Duck

• Manager, Andrew Havens, Town Manager, Apex

• League District 2, Mayor Dennis Barber, Newport

• Clerk, Melissa Capps, City Clerk, Goldsboro

• League District 3, Mayor Walter Eccard, Shallotte

• Attorney, Kimberly Rehberg, City Attorney, Durham

• League District 4, Mayor Gloristine Brown, Bethel
• League District 5, Mayor Pro Tem Carl Ferebee, Roanoke Rapids

• Undesignated Affiliate Rep., Mayor Chuck Allen, Military Host
Cities Coalition, Goldsboro

• League District 6, Commissioner William Harris, Fuquay-Varina

• Undesignated Affiliate Rep., David Phlegar, SWANC, Greensboro

• League District 7, Alderman Sona Cooper, Spring Lake

• Large City, Charlotte, Council Member Larken Egleston

• League District 8, Mayor Bobby Kilgore, Monroe

• Large City, Durham, Council Member Mark-Anthony Middleton

• League District 9, Mayor Neville Hall, Eden

• Large City, Fayetteville, Council Member Johnny Dawkins

• League District 10, Mayor Pro Tem Ben Willis, Lenoir

• Large City, Greensboro, Council Member Sharon Hightower

• League District 11, Alderman Stacey Malker-Thomas, Dallas

• Large City, Raleigh, Council Member Nicole Stewart

• League District 12, Mayor Lynda Sossamon, Sylva

• Large City, Winston-Salem, Council Member Jeff MacIntosh

• Manager, Bob Boyette, City Manager, Marion
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

COVID-19 Dominates
Legislative Process
and Policy
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Political Communication and
Coordination

T

Carolina counties had failed to share
any of that initial appropriation with
cities and towns. Those decisions
were being made against a backdrop
of new U.S. Treasury guidance that
allowed for more expenses to be paid
from that funding.
As a result, legislators approved
HB 1023 Coronavirus Relief Funds/
Additions and Revisions, which

he 2020 legislative session

that called for an initial shutdown of

released another $150 million in

may have been surreal in

large segments of the economy, and

federal CARES Act funding to local

some respects – committee

only partial reopening steps moving

governments and mandated that 25

meetings by Zoom, in-person

forward as both public health and

percent of the total $300 million, be

meetings sometimes devoid of

political leaders gained a somewhat

shared with municipal governments.

lobbyists and other observers (still

better grasp of how to respond.

listening remotely, of course), and

Legislative leaders, without a veto-

Legislators also pushed roughly $2
billion toward state programs facing

nightly protests down the street.

proof majority, sent a number of

various challenges due to the virus, as

But it was very real in terms of what

bills Cooper’s way calling for quicker

well as another $200 million toward

was at stake: the health of North

reopenings of certain businesses and

business grants and infrastructure

Carolinians and the future of state’s

activities, taking the position that he

incentives.

economy in the wake of the COVID-19

was moving too slowly. In early May,

pandemic.

Senate leader Phil Berger noted that

related measures affecting

The pandemic overwhelmingly

many counties at that time had only a

municipalities. State law affecting

dictated process and policy – with

small number of confirmed COVID-19

remote meetings was clarified so

very little room for any other

cases. “Why is a blanket, one-size-

that local governing boards could

topics as legislators dealt with the

fits-all statewide order justified?”

safely meet amid the virus without

necessities facing residents and

he asked. Cooper, not surprisingly,

running afoul of public meeting

government due to the virus.

vetoed the bills, and legislative

requirements. There was an extension

leaders were unable to muster the

of authority for remote notarizations,

start to the session prior to a two-

votes to overturn those vetoes, with

necessary for land-use permitting

and-a-half-week break, partisanship

his fellow Democrats standing solidly

and other governmental functions.

was put aside as legislators quickly

behind him. “Several other states

Special obligation bond authority

adopted some early steps and sent

reopened their economies too soon

was reinstated, improving borrowing

out portions of federal relief dollars

and are now dealing with a surge of

capacity for local capital projects.

aimed at combating COVID-19. A $1.6

COVID-19 cases,” said Senate Minority

A measure delaying motor vehicle

billion spending plan included $150

Leader Dan Blue.

property tax payments by months

Initially, at least, during a four-day

million sent to local governments,

After the General Assembly sent

There also were other COVID-

meant yet another hit to municipal

but through counties and with no

out that initial round of funding, the

revenue, delaying as much as $200

guarantees that money would reach

League and member representatives

million in revenue for cities.

municipalities.

made a strong case that the

Meanwhile, once that four-day

While all of these actions were

earlier $150 million sent to local

occurring, League lobbyists and

session was over, any détente

governments – without a guarantee

members held meetings with

between Republicans and Democrats

that counties share dollars – was not

legislative leaders, called legislators

ended as well. After all, it is an

an equitable or effective approach

and sent letters making clear that

election year, and the pandemic

to address the needs across

North Carolina’s cities and towns

had placed Gov. Roy Cooper front

communities in the state. At one

faced substantial challenges caused

and center in leading a response

point, at least 25 percent of North

by declining sales and occupancy

6
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and less gas tax collected. “We’ve
seen some crises before. This one is
probably the worst one we’ve ever
seen,” said new DOT Secretary Eric
Boyette.
In response, DOT furloughed
hundreds of employees and stopped
a number of construction projects.
Legislators made their own reform
path, approving cash management
reforms as well as providing
additional funding. That legislation,
HB 77 DOT 2020-21 FY Budget/
Governance also set a temporary
floor on the state gas tax to shore
up road construction revenue and
made cuts including all funding for
public transit. A total of $300 million
in federal CARES Act dollars could
also flow to the department should
House Speaker Tim Moore at the podium in the state House chambers. Photo credit: Ben Brown

Congress eliminate restrictions on
how those dollars can be spent.
The General Assembly, though,

tax collections and delinquent utility

focused on addressing financially

failed to pass a major bond

payments. Discussions were also

struggling water and sewer systems.

referendum that would have pushed

held with Governor Cooper and

Legislators set aside only $9 million

hundreds of millions more at

his staff about the effects of his

for the fund. But HB 1087/SB 810

transportation needs, as the Senate

executive orders on those customer

Water/Wastewater Public Enterprise

failed to take up the bill after it

delinquencies. By July, the governor

Reform sets up a framework for a

overwhelmingly passed the House.

had agreed to allow the provisions

statewide approach to find solutions

affecting those water, sewer and

for dozens of rural municipal water

pass included several proposed

electricity utilities expire.

and sewer systems across the state

local unfunded mandates that could

that too have seen erosions of

have affected local government

so much focus on spending measures

customer base and, consequently,

employee retirement and workers

related to COVID-19 did not mean

maintenance and upkeep.

compensation benefits.

That the General Assembly spent

that a larger budget stalemate

Other legislation that failed to

Elsewhere on the utility front,

As legislators worked through

between the governor and legislative

legislators tweaked the law dealing

those issues, Governor Cooper – in

had ended. After Cooper vetoed

with system development fees to

response to widespread protests

legislators’ annual spending plan

change the timing of some fee

calling for racial justice in the wake

last year, and legislators could not

payments. That change came only

of the death of George Floyd at

override the veto, it was back to

after input by the League.

the hands of Minneapolis police

piecemeal spending bills for 2020.
Despite the focus on the COVID-19

With the state Department of

– created The Task Force for

Transportation facing major financial

Racial Equity in Criminal Justice,

virus and its effects, the legislative

issues, the General Assembly also

which started meeting almost

session did include consideration

placed the spotlight on state agency

immediately. The state House formed

of other measures affecting

and road construction. Coming into

a separate Task Force on Justice,

municipalities.

the legislative session, a state audit

Law Enforcement and Community

had found hundreds of millions in

Relations to begin exploring policy

the approval of a new Viable Utility

overspending. The economic effects

approaches to policing issues raised

Reserve fund in legislation that

of COVID-19 also meant less driving

Most important may have been

Southern City
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LEAGUE UPDATE

CityVision 2020: League Installs
New Board Members, ‘Zooms’
Series of Educational Sessions
in Unprecedented Fashion
By Ben Brown, NCLM Communications and Multimedia Strategist

C

ary Council Member

sessions tackling relevant angles to

Jennifer Robinson is the

cities and towns. Day one focused

part two of the virtual conference,

The learning sessions represented

new president of the North

on economic development issues,

held in June, following May’s

Carolina League of Municipalities

economic forecasts and direct tools

installation of new League Board of

in a freshly elected League Board

communities could use to rebound.

Directors leaders and members.

of Directors, comprising new and

Day two went straight into the

continuing members. The election

pandemic’s impact on operations

results were announced at the

and ways that municipalities could

organization’s annual business

leverage technology for future

meeting, held as part of the two-day

resilience. The final day concentrated

member since 1999 and who

CityVision 2020 virtual conference,

on the power of leadership during

previously served as the League’s

which itself made history.

crises and skillset-building for future

vice-president, acknowledged

events that could impact cities and

her new position as president

towns.

comes amid a “most surreal and

League members know CityVision
as the year’s best opportunity to

Robinson Puts Presidency in
Perspective
Robinson, a Cary Town Council

network with and enjoy the company
of fellow municipal officials from
across the state and learn from expert
speakers on important, emerging or
timely matters for cities and towns.
The rise of COVID-19, however, threw
planners into a fast restructuring
operation to convert the entire
conference into a web-based event.
With nearly 750 municipal officials
registered and a highlight number
of cities and towns represented,
CityVision 2020 was a smash.
The face-to-face camaraderie was
missed, but the virtual format didn’t
hamper engagement over what was a
successful installation of new League
officers and a three-day program of
presentations.
COVID-19 became the focus of
the conference this year, with live

8
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From remote locations under the COVID-19 distancing standards, the League brought subject-matter experts together for its first-ever
virtual edition of CityVision.
challenging time,” with public health

those personal acts will remain. It has

pandemic that had municipalities

and economic concerns in the daily

truly been a great honor to be your

advocating on the state and federal

headlines, local to national, and

president, and I thank you all.”

levels for revenue assistance.

without much precedent to follow.

Gov. Roy Cooper addressed

League Executive Director Paul

“We don’t know how long this is

conference part-one participants with

Meyer told the Board of Directors and

going to last,” she said. “Is it too soon

an update on the state’s COVID-19

other members that their response to

to stop (implementing protective

response. As challenges remain, he

the coronavirus “has been impressive

measures)? We don’t know how far

said at the time and continues to say,

and effective... We see that in your

our economy will sink or when and

state officials are tracking activity

active involvement in addressing

how it will recover…. But, what we do

and letting public health data guide

the safety of your residents and the

know is that the League is looking out

decision-making.

economic threats created by this

for our best interests. It understands

League Associate Executive

virus.”

the challenges that municipalities,

Director for Public and Government

their elected leaders, and citizens are

Affairs Rose Vaughn Williams

League is here and working on their

facing. They are bringing us together

presented on why revenue aid is so

behalf so cities and towns can come

with one collective voice.”

needed for cities and towns to help

out of this pandemic in shape to help

Her words followed a tone

All the same, Meyer said, the

the state recover from the virus-

drive the state’s economy. “We are

similar to that set by Immediate

related economic crisis. “Cities are

working every day to ensure that

Past President William Pitt of the

the economic engines of the state,”

you receive the resources needed

Washington City Council, who

she said. “Data from the Great

to meet tomorrow’s challenges,” he

frequently cited the energy of

Recession from 2008 show that the

said. “This pandemic has created its

working in unison. “Having served

longer cities go without help in a

own challenges for our organization,

this organization for almost a decade,

recession, the longer the recession

but I am proud of member and staff

I will treasure all the friendships

will last for the state.” Williams noted

efforts to continue our work, which

and acts of kindness and love,” Pitt

that cities are not in their current

has taken on even more importance.”

remarked on the transition. “Even as

financial predicament because of

the work over this issue or that fades,

mismanagement; it was a global

Southern City
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LENOIR COUNCILMAN BEN WILLIS:
A TRUE PUBLIC SERVANT
Willis puts his youth and varied background—business owner,
educator, radio host—to work to move his hometown forward
By Jack Cassidy, NCLM Communications Associate

B

en Willis is in the business of
providing service.

historic downtown building.
With the education background as a

Cities, businesses, schools,

With the business underway and
a family at home, Willis moved his

foundation, this new small businesses

teaching career from middle school to

community college — that’s what

put his ambitions firmly on a public

Caldwell Community College, where

these institutions are for, Willis

service track.

he became a part-time instructor. He

believes, and he has dedicated time

“Being a part of that and trying

also picked up a position at the local

to each. On a late summer morning,

to promote your business, you get

radio station and played second fiddle

the 42-year-old city councilman

plugged into what’s happening locally,”

on a morning, local news and politics

from Lenoir laughs about how the

said Wills. “We formed a merchants

talk show.

coronavirus pandemic has brought

association that I became president of.

that sense of service home, literally.

Got more involved in city committees,

would get up and get to the radio

While working from his house, he

downtown advisory committee, those

station to prepare, then work the

needs to spend his lunch break moving

types of things. That got me into local

show from 6 to 9 a.m. Once the show

a couch.

government – those were my first

wrapped up, he’d head home to take

steps into that world.”

care of the kids and switch with his

“The longer I talk, the longer I don’t
have to do that,” he jokes, though it’s

Those steps and the years that

clear that the put-on goes against his

followed were anything but leisurely.

The days began at 5 a.m. Willis

wife, who would then head downtown
to open the shop. Later, Jamie would

true, go-getter nature. There’s little
procrastination in his background.
Rather, on display is collage of publicminded work illustrating a clear,
though not direct, path to elected
office.
The big pieces are education
and entrepreneurship. Tying them
together is family. His work in Lenoir
–his hometown – began immediately
upon graduation when he started as
a middle school science teacher for
Caldwell County. At the same time,
his family became invested in the
city’s downtown revitalization efforts
by purchasing and restoring historic
buildings. Willis, along with his wife
Jamie, wanted to be a part of that
new energy taking hold in Lenoir, and
so they started an outdoors shop in a

10
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Council Member Willis delivers remarks from the podium at the 2019 CityVision annual conference. Photo credit: iStock
return, and Willis would head out

itself. Willis is clear on this point:

to teach his night classes at the

He harbored no resentment toward

me,” Willis said. “Each generation

community college.

current city leadership. Rather, it was

sees the world differently. It’s vital

a growing and clear understanding of

that you have those perspectives.

the impact of local government work.

It’s vital for the success of future

It was a desire to get involved.

local governments and governments

“Every day,” Willis said. “Rinse and
repeat.”
Through the frenzy, Willis’ interest
in local affairs continued to grow. The

“I remember when I ran for office,

“’We need more of you,’ they’d tell

across the board. I applaud any of the

business had tapped him into the on-

I wrote a letter to the mayor, the

younger guys and gals that are in the

the-ground work that’s required of a

manager and all the existing council

game trying to make a difference.”

downtown revitalization. And the radio

member,” Willis said. “In the letter, I

show had connected him with the

wrote, ‘I’m not running against you. I’m

evolved into real, hands-on action over

people that oversaw it: mayors, county

not running because I’m mad or angry.

the last decade, and his long term

commissioners, local leaders. While

I’m running to be a part of the team.’”

goals have made progress. First is the

Willis was interviewing them, he was

He was also running to provide an

continued growth and development of

also fueling a passion. He moved on

infusion of youth. Willis, 33 at the time

Lenoir’s downtown. From his position

from the radio show in 2008, and then

of his election, advocates strongly for

on the city council, Willis picked up

the business struggled to recover from

diversity of perspective, and believed

the mantle started by his family and

the Great Recession, ultimately closing

that a fresh outlook was necessary for

focused on renewing the dilapidated

in 2010. Willis’ dedication to Lenoir was

Lenoir as it entered a period of growth

buildings. It’s a goal seen across the

unmoved by this sudden crossroads.

and change. It was something that

state in many of North Carolina’s

He jumped to a full-time position with

Lenoir, along with many towns across

historic towns, where once-rundown

the community college, and then in

the state and country, lacked. After

properties soon become the home

2011, ran for city council and won.

joining the council, he found that his

for new businesses and a catalyst

fellow officials agreed.

for economic development. “It’s

The motivation was the town

Southern City
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taken every bit of my decade here,”

The pursuit of good government

owners a lot more when there are

Willis said about the speed of the

is firmly in the spotlight now. Willis

issues that may arrive, and I can

project, but headway has been made,

understands the gravity of the

understand their perspective because

especially in recent years.

decisions made this year, relating

I’ve been there, done that… When a

to COVID-19 and its effect on

new business or industry comes in, I’m

of high-speed internet — another

communities, local economies, schools

not just able to wear the city council

slow, but steadily progressing issue

and health systems. Looked at in

hat, but also the community college

for North Carolina towns. The third is

whole, these are issues of quality of life

hat that allows me to say here’s where

the strength of the local government

— always a focus of local governments,

you are, here’s where we can help get

itself. Willis proudly touts the talent

but rarely to this degree and with

you. It all fits perfectly.”

of Lenoir’s staff, and has made

this level of responsibility. The most

it a priority to see that they are

challenging year in recent history

competitively compensated each year.

is being addressed locally, from the

The second goal is the availability

“Local government, it’s like it’s

ground up.

behind the scenes,” Willis said. “You

Perhaps most useful, though, is his
love of community.
“We’re a blue collar, ‘roll your
sleeves up and get to work’ type of

Willis’ background has proved

community,” Willis said. “To be a part

don’t really know about it until it’s

indispensable amid the uncertainty.

of the discussions and to make things

broken, until a waterline breaks, until

Equipped with youth, business

better and moving your community

something doesn’t work or you can’t

experience, and an understanding of

forward... It really makes it worthwhile.

go to your playground or the local

numerous levels of local education,

swimming pool. It was always just

Willis has not backed down from any

meet are from this area,” he concludes,

there. You have to have those good

of these decisions.

before himself rolling up his sleeves,

governments.”

“It’s been a really perfect balance,”
Willis said. “I can relate to the business

ALWAYS ON THE LINE.
Brought to you by public power

RESPONDING.

For your skill and your sacrifice,

we salute our lineworkers for keeping the lights on —
rain or shine, pandemic or natural disaster. Thank you
for supporting our communities, and your fellow first
responders, by putting it all on the line every day.
Learn more at www.electricities.com.
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“Some of the best people you’ll ever

getting to work, and moving his couch.

AMERICAN
TANK
A I N T E N A N C E

M

The American Tank Maintenance management
team brings over 275 years of combined
industry experience to the table. We utilize
that experience to provide unbeatable
customer service and value to our clients.
Our mission at ATM is to deliver value, quality,
and world class customer service to our clients.
What we do…
• Turnkey tank maintenance programs • Ongoing maintenance
• Emergency services • Exterior & interior paint renovations
• Annual local, state and federal compliant inspections • Mixing systems
• Exterior pressure washing • Full service repairs • Chemical cleaning
• Fully contained lead abatements • Logo design & application
What we bring our customers…
• Extended tank life • Fixed costs • Predictability • Peace of mind
• Services tailored to your specific needs & budget
• Guaranteed protection • Access to industry leading expertise
• World class customer service

Call

800.418.6099

Contact us today and find out how easy it is to make the
stress of tank maintenance a thing of the past!

Email us at:
info@americantankmaintenance.com

roseassociates.com

704.896.0094

• Economic Development Planning
• Market Analysis • Land Use Strategy
• Experiential Place-Making

Economic Development &
Real Estate Advisory Services

TM

Local Government Services

HARTZOG LAW GROUP
Hartzog Law Group is founded on the principle that our
clients deserve aggressive advocacy, a high degree of
professionalism, and exceptional client service. Our goal
is to be your go-to law firm for municipal law, and clients
know that we will work tirelessly on their behalf, both in
and out of the courtroom. We strive to be not just a lawyer,
but a partner to you.

Specializing in small NC jurisdictions
eagerly preparing for economic growth,
preservation, change, disaster, and 160D








UDO/Zoning Ordinance Re-Writes/Updates
Comprehensive/Land Use Planning
Sign & Nuisance Ordinances
Codification Services
Code Administration/Enforcement
Interim Public Administration

You can find us at hartzoglawgroup.com
• GOVERNMENTAL AND MUNICIPAL LAW •
• CONSTITUTIONAL LAW • EMPLOYMENT LAW •
• LAW ENFORCEMENT LIABILITY • ZONING AND LAND USE •
• PUBLIC RECORDS LAW • TOWN ATTORNEY SERVICES •

Contact: Patti Rader, Manager & COO
704.933.0772
NFocusPlanning.org
Southern City
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The Campaign for

REVENUE
REPLACEMENT
By Scott Mooneyham, NCLM Director of Political Communication
and Coordination
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OVER THE COURSE OF ITS HISTORY ,
the N.C. League of Municipalities’ advocacy efforts have
been primarily state focused, whether that has meant
advocating to state legislators for more local control,
better infrastructure or sensible employee benefit policies.
It’s not that the League, its staff and its members never

that Congress and any relief packages that it approved

involve themselves with federal legislation. But typically

would serve as the most likely means of addressing those

those efforts are targeted and time-limited, focusing on

revenue shortfalls, as the state dealt with revenue losses

narrow issues like wastewater discharge rules or Internet

of its own.

sales taxes. After all, as municipalities are creatures of the

Responding to that reality in the landscape of

state, state policy brings a much more noticeable and

COVID-19, the League in April began putting together and

direct effect on municipalities and their residents. And

executing a strategy to inform the state’s congressional

the National League of Cities acts as an advocate for our

delegation and the larger public about those needs,

interests at the national level.

how critical cities and towns are to long-term economic

COVID-19 changed a lot of that in 2020.

recovery, and why Congress needed to address the needs

When the virus and its economic fallout hit, North

with direct appropriations to municipalities.

Carolina cities and towns – like those across the country
– saw significant revenue losses. It became apparent

The results of those efforts were still playing out as of
this writing, with congressional negotiators working on
a new round of federal relief in early
August. Nonetheless, by that time,
the voices of North Carolina cities and
towns were being heard.
With stay-at-home orders
beginning in March, one of the first
steps that the League’s Public &
Government Affairs staff took was to
create a virtual “Advancing Advocacy”
series of weekly meetings to inform
members about the advocacy
landscape and how we would proceed
on the revenue front. In each of
those virtual meetings, well over 150
municipal representatives took part.
The team’s grassroots staff,
Addison McDowell and Christine
Heubusch, set up a series of virtual
meetings among members of the
League Executive Director Paul Meyer
during a 2019 presentation to General
Assembly members on the role of cities and
towns and their crucial importance to the
greater economy. Photo credit: Ben Brown
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Above: Treatment plants are among communities’ most essential
utilities, supported by customers. Photo credit: Arjan de Jager
Right: An infographic from NLC highlighting the importance of the
issue. Photo credit: National League of Cities

CITIES
ESSENTIAL

state’s congressional delegation, their staff members,
League staff and League member representatives. In
each, questions were submitted by League member
representatives querying members of Congress about the
prospects of various proposals that could assist cities and
towns in addressing the crisis.

AMERICA’S CITIES NEED AID NOW

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS HAVE BEEN SUPPORTING THEIR RESIDENTS THROUGH THIS PANDEMIC:

and local governments. But except for some direct
appropriations to the country’s largest cities and counties,
the legislation essentially left local governments at the
mercy of state governments when it came to distributing

believe the federal government is directly
responsible for helping local governments
recover from the coronavirus pandemic

Municipalities
need federal
aid now.

Those meetings began just after Congress had passed
the CARES Act, which set aside $150 billion for state

70% of Americans

It’s time the
federal
government
supported our
local leaders.

SUPPORT FOR FEDERAL AID
TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IS
BIPARTISAN, NATIONAL AND
SPANS DEMOGRAPHICS.

REPUBLICAN

AFFILIATION:

MILLENNIAL

66%

West

REGION:

68%

on $300 million of the more than $3 billion that the state

losses.

GEN X

73%

Nearly 100% of cities with
populations above 50,000 will
see a revenue decline this year.

Midwest

69%

high gear. In coordination with the National League of

Not only are
Americans worried
about the
economy:

APPROVE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

are concerned that this
pandemic will directly
impact their jobs.

More Americans
agree the way their
local government is
handling the spread of
COVID-19 is better than
how Congress is.
APPROVE OF CONGRESS’ HANDLING

focused on direct letter-writing to members of Congress,

73%

Registered voters

77%
Republican

Registered voters

49%

54%

targeted calls by members, op-eds placed in newspapers

73%

68%

50%

40%

amplify all of those efforts and make direct appeals with
some innovative messages.

Northeast

69%

45%

Between 300,000 and 1 million
public-sector workers could be
laid off or furloughed

Congress to assist in funding these losses kicked into

and other media outreach, and the use of social media to

BOOMERS

73%

South

Against that backdrop, the League’s campaign to push

Cities’ “Cities are Essential Campaign,” the League’s effort

68%

73%

though, limited those dollars to expenses primarily related
to the health effects and offered little relief for revenue

INDEPENDENT

of Americans

The North Carolina General Assembly eventually passed

to be sent to municipalities. The federal legislation,

71%

are concerned that
coronavirus is going to
drastically affect their
local economy

the money.

received to local governments, with 25 percent required

DEMOCRAT

AGE:

Americans
agree.

88%

72%

Democrat

Independent

Democrat

Republican

Independent

Methodology: This data is based off review of census and municipal salary data, and secondary research from the National League of Cities that extrapolated public statements, records and news articles on municipal layoffs and furloughs.
Methodology: A total of 2,463 cities, towns and villages responded to the survey, with final responses received on April 7, 2020. 2,191 of the cities are under 50,000 population; 181 are between 50,000 and 199,999; 56 are between
200,000 and 499,999; and 35 have a population of 500,000 and above -- a group that includes 19 of the nation’s 20 largest cities. The survey cities represent 57% of the nation’s municipal finance sector and 10% of its municipal
governments. Their population totals 93,015,252, which is 28% of total U.S. population.
*SURVEY DATA BY MORNING CONSULT
Methodology: This poll was conducted between April 24-April 26, 2020 among a national sample of 1984 Registered Voters. The interviews were conducted online and the data were weighted to approximate a target sample of Registered
Voters based on age, educational attainment, gender, race, and region. Results from the full survey have a margin of error of plus or minus 2 percentage points.
**SURVEY DATA BY MORNING CONSULT + POLITICO
Methodology: This poll was conducted between April 24-April 26, 2020 among a national sample of 1991 Registered Voters. The interviews were conducted online and the data were weighted to approximate a target sample of Registered
Voters based on age, educational attainment, gender, race, and region. Results from the full survey have a margin of error of plus or minus 2 percentage points.
https://morningconsult.com/2020/04/29/coronavirus-funding-poll-state-local-governments/
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Grassroots and communications
staff worked with more than 250
mayors in the state, who signed on
to letters to their U.S. House member
and U.S. Sens. Thom Tillis and Richard
Burr, with the letters organized by
congressional district. As the U.S.
House had, in late May, approved

“The cities are in the economic fight of
their lives, and they need Senator Tillis and
Senator Burr and the members of the House
delegation to support legislation that will
provide direct relief for cities and towns.”

its own bill that included additional,
direct and flexible funding for local

– Paul Meyer
NCLM Executive Director

government, Tillis and Burr had
become key audiences for the effort.
Those letters, along with League communications
generally, made the case that cities, as key builders of
infrastructure, needed to remain financially healthy to
help the larger economy recover from the decline in

business activity related to the virus. Each also included
some specific effects in individual towns and cites to
demonstrate concrete examples of the economic harm.
“Cities and towns did not cause the situation that
they now find themselves in; a global pandemic did.
Their needs are neither Republican nor
Democratic. Their needs are the needs of
the citizens of our state, in small towns and
in larger cities,” the letters concluded.
Media outlets across the state picked
up on the correspondence. Meanwhile,
a handful of mayors and members of
the NLCM Board of Directors worked
with League staff to place op-eds in
newspapers around the state to continue
making those points. One of those, an oped in the Greenville Reflector from N.C.
Mayors Association chair Gloristine Brown
pointed out, “As much as we worry about
our municipal employees, this is about
more than just potential layoffs. Local
governments and their financial health are
crucial to economic recovery. That is not
just the opinion of locally elected officials.
It is the opinion of economists who study
these issues. Study after study looking at
the aftermath of the 2008 Great Recession
showed how struggling state and local
governments, required to balance their
budgets, slowed a national recovery
because of their budget cuts.”
Other op-eds were published in:
The Greensboro News & Record, from

A screengrab from Oxford Mayor Jackie
Sergeant’s opinion piece about the localized
effects of COVID-19 and government response.
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U.S. Sen. Thom Tillis of North Carolina. Photo credit: Brian Godette
Reidsville Mayor Jay Donecker, Eden Mayor Neville Hall,

support legislation that will provide direct relief for cities

and Madison Mayor David Myers; The Salisbury Post, from

and towns,” Meyer said.

Salisbury Mayor and NCLM First Vice President Karen

Using social media marketing tools, that video was

Alexander; The Asheville Citizen-Times, from Franklin

pushed out to a broad audience in the state, and well over

Mayor Bob Scott; WRAL-TV website, from Oxford Mayor

10,000 people saw it. That direct appeal continued in an

Jackie Sergent; and the Kinston Free Press, from Kinston

animated, narrated motion graphic again making the case

Mayor Don Hardy.

for relief while showing how cities create a foundation for

In June, an editorial appearing in both the Raleigh News

economic growth. It also reached thousands of viewers

& Observer and Charlotte Observer quoted both NLCM

through both social media and the League partnership

President Jennifer Robinson and NCLM Executive Director

with WRAL Digital advertising.

Paul Meyer. It concluded, “Government spending in a
recession sustains and creates jobs.”
Meyer appeared on several news shows and was

Other parts of the effort including working with
other advocacy organizations and private-sector allies
who understand what is at stake for their organization

quoted in the Washington Post in a news article about

members and businesses, pushing out letters and other

the issues facing municipal utility systems in the wake of

communication.

customers struggling to pay their bills. In that same vein,

Across platforms and across media markets – and

the League’s social media channels featured a League-

through direct appeals to the decision-makers themselves

produced video in which Meyer spoke to the dire need to

– this months-long advocacy campaign has resonated

address all of these issues. “The cities are in the economic

across the state. Our members of Congress understand

fight of their lives, and they need Senator Tillis and

the case made and the needs expressed. In the coming

Senator Burr and the members of the House delegation to

weeks (as of this writing), we will know their answer.
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MUNICIPAL

CAUCUS
The Lawmakers Bringing
City Government Experience
to the General Assembly
By Ben Brown, NCLM Communications
and Multimedia Strategist

P

otholes don’t vote.
Go to enough municipal board

meetings and odds are you’ll hear
someone, at least once, remind
us. At the municipal level are daily
maintenance and development issues
accomplished generally without
relevance to partisan filters or camps.
Of course that’s partly to do with
the fact that the vast majority of
governing boards in North Carolina’s
cities and towns are nonpartisan.
Candidates are typically elected
on their records or perspectives on
issues specific to the locale. There
may be partisan tones, but they’re
not the song.
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N.C. Rep. Steve Ross, a former mayor and council member of Burlington. He’s brought his municipal eye to the General Assembly as a
leader of the Municipal Caucus. Photo credit: Ben Brown

It’s different at the state legislative

But there is at least one entity

most part are here for the right

level, where a candidate’s party (if

working a specifically municipal

reason. I just call it good, transparent

so affiliated) is listed on the ballot.

eye within the legislature. The Joint

government,” said Rep. Steve Ross,

Elected members attend party

House/Senate Municipal Caucus

the former mayor and city council

caucus meetings, in which each side

comprises former mayors and other

member from Burlington. In his

works out thoughts on bills. Partisan

city and town officials now serving in

view, the closest-to-the-people,

divides and caucus consensus can

the N.C. General Assembly.

nonpartisan spirit that people in

lead to party line votes on bills riding
through on majority-party sponsors.

“I think you find that people that
have municipal experience for the

Southern City

municipal government experience
tends to follow them.
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Floyd McKissick, until recently a state senator from Durham, attends the League’s Town and State Dinner in this photo from 2019. While
serving as a legislator, he was a member of the Municipal Caucus. Photo credit: Ben Brown

The Municipal Caucus, which

or employees to offer education

at the city level.”

formed in 2015, began the 2019-2020

about the state-city partnership,

Both sides of the aisle participate

session of the General Assembly with

and to share information and ideas

with common ground in the facts

more than 30 members between

about legislation that will impact

about cities and towns. The League

the House (22) and Senate (nine),

city government,” states a letter that

also speaks with the caucus to

Representative Ross among them.

Representative Ross co-signed as

communicate up-to-date news

“The mission of the (Municipal)

caucus co-chair. “Active participation

and context that could improve

Caucus is to create an opportunity

by caucus members will bring greater

legislation.

and open environment for legislators

awareness to the decisions made

who are former mayors, city

at the state level and how they will

knowledge about those issues that

council representatives, attorneys

practically affect services to citizens

uniquely impact municipalities,” said
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“It gives you a familiarity and

Sen. Ted Alexander, a former mayor of Shelby, is co-chair of the Municipal Caucus. He said he and colleagues ‘always believe the
government closest to the people is always best. Photo credit: Ben Brown

Floyd McKissick, who until recently
served in the Senate, co-chairing the

policies adopted at the state level.”
Representative Ross said that when

come from myriad expertise and
professional backgrounds, but

caucus, and previously served on

he first entered the legislature, in

the lack of municipal knowledge

the Durham City Council. “So you go

2013, he fully expected a noticeable

leaves potential for unintended or

in there, you’re aware of the issues

number of fellow lawmakers to have

unnecessary consequences for North

that they have to deal with regularly,

come from municipal government

Carolina’s communities.

you’re aware of the limitations that

backgrounds, town hall being the

they had. You’re aware of, more

closest opportunity to absorb

make sure the relevant but perhaps

importantly, what it takes to get

government experience before

lesser-known points and nuances

things done at the local level and

eyeing higher office if desired.

are covered – municipalities have

how they can be unduly impacted by

General Assembly members

a lot in common, but are far from

Southern City
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contextually uniform – and can be
cohesively communicated for good
lawmaking.
The caucus isn’t to be confused
with a legislative committee, which
can advance or deny approval to
bills when the General Assembly
is in session. But the caucus does
work on legislation, in a primary case
assembling various municipal matters
into an omnibus bill. Last biennium,
Municipal Caucus leaders presented

“It gives you a familiarity and knowledge
about those issues that uniquely impact
municipalities... You’re aware of, more
importantly, what it takes to get things
done at the local level and how they can be
unduly impacted by policies adopted at the
state level.”
– Floyd McKissick, former NC Senator and
Durham City Councilman

to a House committee a municipal
omnibus bill that sought to change
eight different areas of state law to
cut red tape and increase efficiency

relevance to cities and towns. In the

provide local governments the ability

for cities and towns. The bill passed

last biennial session, for example,

to set up public-private partnerships

that full chamber unanimously.

Rep. Josh Dobson presented the

expanding broadband access, a key

committee with a League-supported

legislative goal for cities and towns,

bill he sponsored that sought to

such a major force in the state’s job

The caucus also reviews other
bills with implications for or direct

For the 2020 Census,
everyone counts.
AN ACCURATE CENSUS AFFECTS MUNICIPALITIES:
It determines your share of federal funding.
A larger population equals a larger slice of the nearly $700 billion available.
These are funds for your parks, schools, and roads.

It determines who represents you, both in Washington and Raleigh.
Congressional and state district lines are redrawn following each Census. The 435 seats
in the U.S. House of Representatives are reapportioned based on newly tabulated state
populations. More people means more representatives and more electoral votes.

Find municipal resources including
timelines and toolkits online at
www.nclm.org/Census2020.
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IT’S YOUR NEIGHBORS, YOUR
CO-WORKERS, YOUR FAMILY.
IT’S YOUR HOMETOWN.
MAKE IT COUNT.

creation and overall economy.
“So many people throughout North Carolina
are impacted by their municipal government,”
said caucus co-chair Sen. Ted Alexander,
whose past roles include mayor of Shelby

KNOW YOUR W’s
Please stay home if
you are feeling sick

and executive director of the city’s Main
Street Program. (He oversaw the program in
Bedford, Va., too.)
“There are 540-some municipalities in North
Carolina,” he noted. “As a conservative, we
always believe the government closest to the
people is always best. So these municipalities
serve as a real strong and vibrant link to the

WEAR
a cloth face covering
over your nose and mouth.

citizens that we represent (in the legislature).”
Senator Alexander called the Municipal
Caucus “an important component of the
legislature. I think it’s extremely valuable in
what we can do to help our citizens in North
Carolina.”
Representative Ross noted the caucus
strives to keep that link as intact as possible.
He said he’s had a number of occasions of
seeing a bill with local impacts and asking the
sponsor, “‘What does the local government

WAIT
6 feet apart. Avoid close contact.

say about this bill?’ And they’ll say, ‘I don’t
know, I haven’t talked to them.’”
He also credited the value of the League’s
Public and Government Affairs staff for its
immediate connections to municipal leaders.
Similarly, he says he keeps a healthy level
of communication with municipalities in his
district, including Burlington, where he served
locally.
Over the last session, “I talked to my city
manager fairly constantly about where

WASH
hands often or use handsanitizer.

they are and the issues they were faced
with,” Representative Ross said, adding that
discussing the work with Southern City made
him a little nostalgic.
“I think that’s the thing I miss about local
government – fixing problems and getting
things done right,” he said.
Senator Alexander agreed.
“At the local level you get a lot of
satisfaction by seeing the results of your
actions and the interactions that you have
with the people,” he said. “And that’s very
gratifying and satisfying.”

Learn more:
www.nclm.org/coronavirus
www.nc.gov/covid19
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RACE, POLICY, POLICE, PROTEST:
MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS REFLECT
By Ben Brown, NCLM Communications and Multimedia Strategist
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n classroom history books of the future, the year 2020 is likely
to have its own chapter, if not several. You can live under a rock
today and still be fully aware of – for one – the nationwide (global,

in fact) gust of marches and protests demanding raw awareness of
enduring racial inequities. More specifically, the massive push has
sought direct action over problematic law enforcement practices and
the removal of public symbols that remind so many of the country’s
dark days of slavery and ensuing mistreatment of people of color.

A long column of demonstrators wind through downtown Raleigh in one of many protest marches
that followed the killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis. Photo credit: Ben Brown
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The brutal death of George Floyd, whose death by

police. “I think those are the hard
discussions that have to take place,”

Minneapolis police officers was caught on globally

Harris said.

scrutinized video, touched off a movement that has

other communities have shared

Fuquay-Varina did what many
in – considering the “8 Can’t Wait”

forced municipal officials into the mix of leaders
tasked to listen to uncomfortable truths and work with

approach to police reforms making
the rounds nationally:
• ban chokeholds and strangleholds
• require de-escalation

affected groups to plot out better and brighter days.
While corporations, nonprofits,

• require warning before shooting
• require exhausting all alternatives
before shooting

lot of peaceful demonstrations of

• the duty to intervene

celebrities and leaders at the top

frustration. A lot of it has been very

• ban shooting at moving vehicles

have issued individual thoughts and

peaceful.”

• require use of force continuum

strategies to bring change about, local

Robinson became president of

• require comprehensive reporting.

government is in a solid position to

the League’s Board of Directors

implement well-vetted wisdom.

earlier this year during the CityVision

things we can actually get done,”

2020 Virtual Conference (a special

Harris said after the town’s police

encounter crises or big changes, you

pandemic-prompted version of the

chief gave a presentation on the

see a flurry of sharing or best practices

League’s big annual gathering). “I

policy approach to the town’s board

and collaboration among local

had the opportunity when I became

of commissioners, comparing those

governments. That’s what we’re good

president – there’s 35 of us on our

pieces to how the police department

at,” said Cary Town Council Member

board – talked to (most of) them for

has historically addressed tense

and League President Jennifer

30 minutes asking, ‘What’s going on in

response calls.

Robinson. “And I’m seeing that here in

your community? Who’s struggling?’

this situation. We’re all learning from

… And what I really took away from a

its police policies through the 8

each other.”

lot of those conversations is that those

Can’t Wait lens and, at the time of

who had been investing for years

this writing, had achieved seven of

for popular cultural celebrations (in

in open dialogue among different

the eight principles, according to

non-pandemic times) like the N.C.

citizens of their community were the

Mayor Karen Alexander, the League’s

Chinese Lantern Festival, Diwali

ones that were faring well.”

vice president. She lauded the fact

“I think any time local governments

Cary is a center of diversity, known

Celebration and others. That’s a spirit

One of those communities, she

“I think that’s one of the important

The City of Salisbury also reviewed

that the city’s police department

the town appreciates, Robinson said,

said, was Fuquay-Varina, whose police

had put intentional focus in recent

and likely played a part in a feeling of

department in June teamed with a

years on community policing and

peace and hope felt during equality-

group called Community of One to

respect for different groups of people

focused demonstrations there this

hold what they called a Unity Walk in

there. Interviewed by Southern City,

year.

response to the national conversation

Alexander put it into a core value:

on racism following Floyd’s death.

“Harmony.”

“My observation is that we in Cary
have spent many years cultivating and

“In this walk we had representation

That was tested this year as the

fostering relationships with all groups

from the entire community,” said

demonstrations hit Salisbury’s streets,

of people,” Robinson said. “But the

Fuquay-Varina Town Commissioner

particularly around the base of a

police department particularly, and

Bill Harris, also a League Board

Confederate statute that, like with

our whole town, has done a lot of

member. “The police chief, the mayor,

others in so many Southern cities,

work with cultural events and outreach

members of the board, citizens and

residents decried as racist symbology

from our police department (in events

representation from Black Lives

and wanted gone. The city became a

like Coffee with a Cop or Barber Shop

Matter.” Harris said the event featured

national dateline in May when gunfire

Chats) and I think that may have been

residents discussing their experiences

rang out around the monument.

a contribution to why we’ve had a

with racism and encounters with

Alexander said someone from outside
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A colorful shrine to George Floyd outside a business on Wilmington Street in Raleigh. Photo credit: Ben Brown
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Fuquay-Varina Town Commissioner Bill Harris, seen here attending a League Board of Directors meeting in 2019. Photo credit: Ben Brown
the community decided to stand

The story caught the attention of

He added: “The challenges of local

guard there and at one point fire a live

Bloomberg Philanthropies, a charitable

leadership while seldom easy, are

round into the air. Arrests followed.

giving organization frequently focused

rarely more difficult than they are right

The clear threat to public safety

on cities, which produced a brief video

now. And yet, having seen firsthand

associated with the monument met

featuring Alexander telling the story so

the capacity and talent of our local

the criteria of state law to start the

other communities could draw from it

officials, I am certain that we will move

process of removing it.

and flex interconnections.

forward.”

After that, “A group of citizens came

Despite successes in community

To Harris in Fuquay-Varina, there’s

to me and said, ‘Is there a way that

change and togetherness, times

endless potential when people are

we can work together and go ahead

remain tense. Floyd’s death is still

plugged in together.

and get an agreement …. To move it,

shockwaving. In June, League

to do it peacefully and lawfully…. I said

Executive Director Paul Meyer issued a

the importance of staying connected

I would happy to be involved in that,

statement condemning the brutal acts

and how in the midst of all of this

and so I kind of went into overdrive.”

that led to his death and emphasized

we have to sort of go to the highest

the League’s firm stance against

ideals of what makes a community,”

racism.

said Harris. “As long as we stay in

Alexander found a contact with the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
to start a dialogue that led to a

“In our rebuilding,” Meyer said, “we

“People really are talking about

conversation – even though it might

successful outside fundraising effort to

must not just return to the status quo,

be uncomfortable – and have dialogue

relocate the statue from its very public

but to a better, more equitable state of

and stay committed to what I would

location to the city’s oldest cemetery,

affairs for all peoples, all communities

consider the best qualities of the

which includes Confederate graves.

and all towns.”

human spirit, we can move through
this.”
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Top: League Board of Directors leaders embrace routine teamwork despite varying contexts in the towns they serve.
Bottom: Boarded-up businesses in downtown Raleigh became canvases for topical murals. Photo credits: Ben Brown
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POLICE TRAINING IN FOCUS:
LEAGUE OFFERINGS TIMELY
WITH NAT’L DIALOGUE
By Ben Brown, NCLM Communications and Multimedia Strategist

T

he stomach-turning, caughton-video death of George
Floyd in police custody

on May 25 in Minneapolis sparked
several, well defined conversations
across the U.S. and beyond. One
came in the form of heavy public
scrutiny on police actions and
how officers are trained for a job
that’s ultimately about community
protection and service. How could
this have happened? Was the officer,
who was charged with murder in
this case, following some kind of
standard in kneeling on Floyd’s neck
as he pleaded for breath? What are
sworn officers actually taught to do
in different situations?

Police bodycams have become a staple of the uniform to capture what happens during
responses or interactions. Likewise, smartphone video has become civilians’ way of
capturing their experiences. Photo credit: Shutterstock

Law Enforcement Risk Review
“From a proactive standpoint, a lot

evaluation, designed to validate that
policies and practices are meeting

of the areas that you see in the Risk

the recommended best practices.

Nationwide, there’s no single

Review predate these (recent police)

As changes are needed during the

answer. But the League through

events by years,” said Tom Anderson,

review, recommendations are simply

its Shield Services program has

the League’s Director of Risk Control

made and the time given for the

long provided training to North

and Public Safety Risk Management.

needed changes to take effect.

Carolina police officers for the

He’s also a former Statesville police

This ever-evolving initiative was

safest, healthiest outcomes possible,

chief. “We were already training for

peer-constructed and reviewed by

which don’t match what we saw in

supervisors, training for personnel,

the League’s Police Chiefs Advisory

Minneapolis. The League also directly

best practices related to use of force.

Committee, comprising chiefs from

reviews the policies and procedures

We already had a provision that

more than 12 agencies from across

of individual law enforcement

prohibited chokeholds unless it was a

North Carolina. As new risk-related

departments, in an offering called

deadly force situation and the officer

issues are identified through activity-

the Law Enforcement Risk Review, to

didn’t have any other means.”

tracking regionally and nationally,

make sure the agency is in line with

The Law Enforcement Risk Review

best practices and reduces exposure

process includes a policy review

to bad situations.

and comprehensive agency site-
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new categories are adopted and
added to the review process.

The science that informs it is

“The fear, anxiety, anger…. We don’t care about
them as long as we do what? Don’t let them
interfere with our decision-making process.”
– Gerald Takano, retired Raleigh Police
Department lieutenant and use-of-force
issues training expert

ever-evolving, particularly on how
humans react in distressing scenarios,
and it’s not all in the brain. There
are physiological responses to
psychological processing, Takano
pointed out. For one, blood flow
pulls away from the skin, numbing
the nerves and the sensation of pain.
Breathing and heart rate changes.
Tunnel vision manifests. Hearing is
affected. But indeed, the brain is the

conducted electrical weapons,

big one, and understanding it can

Safety Risk Management Consultant

course cases, training and related

help officers in these situations. “The

Matthew Selves, a former Troutman

risk management, all in all eliminating

fear, anxiety, anger…. It’s okay to feel

chief of police, have administered risk

guessing games in quick judgment

all of those emotions,” said Takano.

reviews in police departments all over

calls as much as possible.

“We don’t care about them as long as

Anderson and League Public

the state, and at no cost to League

“It’s not an art, it’s a skill,” Gerald

we do what? Don’t let them interfere

Property & Casualty Trust members,

Takano, a retired Raleigh Police

with our decision-making process. In

a huge value add.

Department lieutenant and expert

other words, manage the emotions.”

“The reward is knowing that our

in use-of-force issues, told police

Dangerous Crossroads Ahead

police department and officers are

officials of clutch or sudden decision-

protected by having really strong

making in a recent Advance Use of

and sound policies and procedures,”

Force class held at the Wake Tech

on social media eventually runs

Pine Knoll Shores Police Chief

Law Enforcement Training Center

across the increasingly common

Ryan Thompson said after his

in Raleigh. “It’s a skill that must be

civilian-produced smartphone

agency completed the review. “I

practiced. Practiced, assessed and

videos recording police encounters,

would absolutely recommend any

tested.”

sometimes in ways that challenge

Anyone who follows police matters

police officers on the scene.

department to go through the Risk
Review process.”

Advance Use of Force Training
Good officers avoid using force
if they can help it, which is why the
League-coordinated Advance Use of
Force Training is so crucial. Offered
in classroom fashion multiple times
per year, and being scheduled for
online participation, it’s a threeday course designed for police
chiefs and command- or traininglevel officers that are in a position
to address policy development
and implementation, again free to
Property & Casualty Trust members.
The course is carefully designed
and research-based to increase
the student’s comprehensive
knowledge of use-of-force issues,

Gerald Takano, a retired Raleigh PD lieutenant, leads League-arranged classes for police
officers on use-of-force. ‘It’s not an art, it’s a skill,’ he says. Photo credit: Ben Brown
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Sometimes, the video-maker’s

taught by Charlotte-based attorney

intent is to test officers’ reactions,

and civil rights expert Scott

of these timely programs, and more,

The League has info about all three

to see how cool or respectful of civil

MacLatchie, provides practical tips

online at https://www.nclm.org/

liberties they remain under pressure.

for officers in dealing with people

insurance/shield-services.

It’s not uncommon to see the person

who may be legitimately exercising

behind the camera even goading

constitutional rights and others who

trainings have been in place long

the officer. These videos are often

are actively trying to bait officers into

before the events of 2020, it’s

referred to as “First Amendment

overreaction.

committed to evolving its offerings

Just as the League’s police

audits,” which are posted online for

Topics explored are those often

the world to see. Law enforcement

theming the videos going viral on

officers are at least familiar with

Instagram and YouTube -- refusal to

the concept, or have had such

identify, refusal to answer questions,

Paul Meyer, acknowledging the

encounters directly.

dealing with bystanders, profanity

importance of the current national

towards officers, filming of police

dialogue on injustices, “The League,

arranged training offered several

activity and police facilities, related

through its law enforcement trainings

times per year called Dangerous

officer safety concerns, weapons pat

and ever-expanding collection of

Crossroads Ahead -- looking at

downs, and the seizure of cameras or

resources, is uniquely prepared to

the intersection of the First and

cell phones that have recorded police

further these efforts. They are our top

Fourth Amendments. The course,

activity.

priority.”

It’s a scenario taken up by League-

Tankers
*1,500 gallon
*1,800 gallon
*2,000 gallon
*3,000 gallon
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for best of police work and
community quality.
Said League Executive Director

Customize
your flatbed
today

N.C. TOWNS FIND WAYS TO
SUPPORT RESIDENTS, KEEP
PUBLIC SYSTEMS AFLOAT
Jacksonville, Hillsborough and cities across
the state show how local resiliency and
community assistance can be one in the same.

“Honestly, we’re just trying to
survive,” Bessemer City Manager
James Inman said in May. “I can’t
emphasize how difficult a hit it was
to have the revenue loss in water and
sewer.”
Another problem was the backlog
in payment it created for citizens,
which increased the likelihood of
future nonpayment.
“When you put people behind four
and five months on their payments,
you know how this goes. People just
won’t ever be able to pay,” NCLM
Executive Director Paul Meyer told

By Jack Cassidy, NCLM Communications Associate

WRAL in July.

A

The governor allowed the
s with nearly every aspect

As with many other aspects of the

executive order provision affecting

of local government, the

economy, things reached a grinding

utility cutoffs to expire at the end

work often happens behind

halt.

of July, but the funding gaps and

the scenes. Water, parks, trash:

The water, though, still flowed. It

services get provided, every day and

still occupied a massive space on

with little fanfare.

municipality balance sheets, but now

It follows, then, that the crises can
fail to grab public attention as well.

economic problems for residents
remained.
To combat the issue, many towns

without any revenue coming in. This

established payment programs.

created budgeting problems.

Kannapolis followed that route, then

That’s exactly what’s happening now
with utility systems all across North
Carolina cities and towns.
The problem is solvency. Always an
expensive undertaking, the service
of water and wastewater became
especially problematic with the onset
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Cash
flows stopped across communities.
People were inside and people lost
jobs. It was quickly apparent that
many citizens would face temporary
problems with bill payments,
including rent and water bills.
Towns stepped up immediately.
Over 40 municipalities put into place
non-cutoff plans, which ensured that
residents would not lose water access
if they were unable to pay. Soon after,
Gov. Roy Cooper issued an executive
order, mandating that residents not
be cutoff should they be unable
to meet their monthly payments.

A utility worker inspects the interior of a pipe during construction. Photo credit: Shutterstock
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went a step further by also serving
as a conduit between customers
and various charities that could help
residents in need. The goal was not
just to improve the financial standing
of the utility system, but also to serve

“It’s a common misconception that utility
systems are paid for by taxes. Really, they
have to be covered by the rate payers.”

the community during an immensely

– Glen Hargett
Jacksonville Assistant City Manager

difficult time.
Perhaps no city accomplished this
feat better than Jacksonville, whose
problem solving shows both how
towns serve their communities and

CARES Act, separate from the much-

City Manager Glenn Hargett. “Really,

how quickly our communities can

discussed larger appropriation in the

they have to be covered by the

respond when provided with relief.

legislation designated for state and

rate payers. The systems need to

local governments – of which North

operate like a business to themselves.

to its standing as an “Entitlement

Carolina cities and towns received

This program has been greatly

City” with the U.S. Department of

very little.

successful.”

The City of Jacksonville, due

Housing and Urban Development,

When that money was received,

The program is designed to assist

receives yearly funding through the

they established the Utility Payment

residents that were directly affected

Community Development Block

Program.

by the COVID-19 pandemic, whether

“It’s a common misconception

through job loss, reduced hours, or

they also received some additional

that utility systems are paid for by

another similar situation. For those

funding through this spring’s federal

taxes,” said Jacksonville Assistant

residents and families, up to three

Grants. Under that designation,

Always an expensive undertaking, the service of water and wastewater became especially problematic with the onset of the pandemic.
Photo credit: Shutterstock
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months of funding became available
to help with utility payments.
“Jacksonville looked like a

directly assist 33 families.
Hillsborough had a similar

assistance, a third going to utilities
assistance and then a third going to

understanding of community need.

food assistance. So really just trying

ghost town,” said Tracy Jackson, a

CARES Act appropriations, which

to give some extra help to people in

community development specialist

were sent to the state and then to

the community who are really being

with Jacksonville who oversees the

counties, did not always make their

hurt by the economic impacts of

program. “We usually have cars on

way to municipalities. There was

COVID-19.”

the road, but we did not. We could

not a requirement for the counties

tell: with no cars on the road, no one

to do so, and many cities were

Jacksonville’s – and countless other

is getting these services, nobody is

left out. Hillsborough, though, did

towns’ – work highlights is the ability

getting paid. We tried to address

receive some funding. In a second

and desire of local governments to

that.”

round of appropriations from the

serve their communities, if given

state, Orange County received

the resources and opportunity. By

set aside to assist residents that,

$2.8 million—of which Hillsborough

helping their citizens, these towns are

while struggling with financial

received three percent.

also able to strengthen themselves,

A portion of the funds were also

pressures brought about by
COVID-19, may have had issues
paying rent. Jackson highlights that

It was earmarked immediately for
community assistance.

What both Hillsborough’s and

allowing for increased resiliency and
an ability to support communities

“We will be dividing it in thirds

well into the future.

if people needed help paying their

as we did last time,” Hillsborough

water bills, they may also need help

Mayor Jenn Weaver told Chapelboro.

calls, saying ‘How is Jacksonville

“I’ve been getting a lot of phone

with housing costs, and the CARES

com when the appropriations were

doing this?’ said Jackson. “The word

Act funding allowed Jacksonville to

announced. “A third going to housing

is getting out.”

When it comes to architecture and construction for municipal
buildings and community spaces, integrated DESIGN BUILD
is the way to go. Bobbitt has delivered state-of-the-art facilities
for municipalities across the Carolinas. View our portfolio on
our website and contact us to learn more.

Turn to the experts to BUILD your community
facility, where government and people connect.

bobbitt.com

THINK. DESIGN. BUILD.
a
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Talk
of our

Towns
Cabarrus County and
City of Kannapolis
recognized with
N.C. Excellence in
Communications
Awards

Kannapolis was honored twice at the 2020 NC3C Excellence in Communication Awards.
Photo credit: City of Kannapolis

incredible talent of local government
communicators in North Carolina.

pandemic.
Cabarrus County developed

The creativity and expertise NC3C

its PAFR as a supplement to its

members show in communicating,

award-winning Comprehensive

he City of Kannapolis

informing and educating their

Annual Financial Report. The report

and Cabarrus County

residents showcases not only their

appeals to readers outside of the

Communications Departments

ability and skill but also how much

financial industry by presenting

were among 21 North Carolina

they care about their communities.

complex financial information in an

governments to earn recognition

I’m so proud to be part of this

understandable format using local

in the 2020 North Carolina City &

remarkable group.”

photographs, simple graphics and

T

County Communicators’ (NC3C)

Categories included TV & Video,

clear language. The publication also

Excellence in Communications

Communication Technology, Printed

includes ways for the community to

Awards.

Publications, Most Creative Project

connect with Cabarrus County and

for the Least Amount of Funds,

participate in our financial process.

two second place awards in the

Citizen Participation, and Marketing

As a bonus, the design allows staff

categories for Branding/Logo for

Tools.

to use the publication as a whole

The City of Kannapolis won

the West Avenue Streetscape, and

The County’s monthly

or in parts, broadening its use while

Print Poster/Flyer or Card for the

DirectConnect employee

saving on resources. To view the

Downtown Revitalization Block Map.

newsletter was born from an

PAFR, visit https://joom.ag/DvTC.

Cabarrus County won first place

employee survey. Creators used

awards for their Digital Employee

top responses as the basis for the

second place award in the category

Newsletter, DirectConnect, and the

content. Early on, subjects included

of printed publications for the

County’s Fiscal Year 2019 Popular

wellness information, professional

Downtown Revitalization Block

Annual Financial Report (PAFR).

development and recognition

Map. The City has used the block

of successes. And while that

map, electronically and in print

virtual ceremony earlier this month.

information remains, the structure

form, to illustrate the entirety of

A total of 192 entries were received.

and look of the newsletter evolved

the downtown project. The one-

The awards were announced in a

“It is my honor to congratulate

The City of Kannapolis received a

over time. It became more visual and

page visual representation is reader

all the 2020 NC3C Excellence in

focused on shared employee stories.

friendly, appealing and showcases

Communications contest winners,”

The newsletter became an invaluable

downtown and the projects coming

said Rebecca Carter, NC3C President.

tool for keeping employees

to life with easy to read graphics,

“Each year I’m blown away by the

connected following the COVID-19

artist renderings and quick bullets
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of information. The piece identifies

encourage professional development

the downtown block-by-block

and networking among local

a holistic approach to disrupting

and provides information on what

governmental communications

food waste in our community,” said

redevelopment is planned for each

professionals. The organization was

Mayor Esther Manheimer. “We will

block of buildings in the heart of

formed in March 2007 and is made

continue to advance our values of

downtown Kannapolis. The piece has

up of government professional

environmental and social justice in

been used to market the properties,

communicators from around the

making our city more sustainable

in public meetings and tours of the

state. For more information about

in this continued effort with the

downtown, to provide illustration of

NC3C, visit the website, www.nc3c.

Food Matters Southeast Regional

the project to investors and many

com.

Initiative.”

City of Asheville
selected to join other
Southeastern cities
to reduce food waste

United States is wasted, contributing

he City of Asheville’s Office

T

and food rescue potential. It will

of Sustainability will begin

provide technical assistance on

other stakeholders.
The City was also awarded
second place in the Branding and
Logo category. The City received
the recognition for the West
Avenue Streetscape brand. The
brand features navy and green
colors in a distinctive format while
complementing the city’s primary
brand. The logo is featured as a piece

“The City of Asheville has taken

Up to 40 percent of food in the
to extensive environmental,
economic, and societal impacts. The
Natural Resources Defense Council
will work with each city to estimate
their baseline food waste generation

working alongside other innovative

developing food waste strategies

of art in the center of the roundabout

cities in the Southeast to develop

that help bolster food availability,

and on street signs along West

and implement food waste

sustainability and climate goals. By

Avenue. The brand creates a distinct

initiatives. The City was selected as a

reducing the amount of food that

sense of identity for the newly

participant in the Natural Resources

is thrown out, cities can stabilize

redeveloped area.

Defense Council Food Matters

waste management costs and

Project. The Food Matters project

make progress toward climate and

in Communications Awards were

partners with cities to achieve

sustainability goals.

communication professionals

meaningful reductions in food waste

A key component of the Food

from the Minnesota Association of

through comprehensive policies and

Matters initiative is peer-to-peer

Government Communicators and a

programs. The City of Asheville joins

learning and knowledge sharing

variety of communications industries

Atlanta, Memphis, and Orlando in

— providing a network in which

across the state.

tackling food waste and attempting

cities can learn best practices that

to minimize what goes into landfills

can be shared and evolved.The

and incinerators.

initiative will include opportunities

Judges for the NC3C Excellence

The purpose of North Carolina
City & County Communicators is to

“The City of Asheville has taken a holistic approach to disrupting food waste in our community,” said Mayor Esther Manheimer.
Photo credit: City of Asheville
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Garner has demonstrated a constructive “spirit of full disclosure” for over three decades. Photo credit: Town of Garner

for participating cities to support

The Town’s CAFR has been judged

and learn from each other and share

by an impartial panel to meet the

successful strategies for on-the-

high standards of the program,

ground project implementation.

which includes demonstrating a
constructive “spirit of full disclosure”

City of Reidsville
Main Street
Program Receives
2020 National
Accreditation

Town of Garner Wins
Honors for Financial
Report for 31st
Consecutive Year

to clearly communicate the Town’s

T

the highest form of recognition in

America™ program. Accredited

he Government Finance Officers

the area of governmental accounting

status is Main Street America’s top

Association of the United States

and financial reporting, and its

tier of recognition and signifies

and Canada (GFOA) has awarded

attainment represents a significant

a demonstrated commitment to

the Certificate of Achievement for

accomplishment by a government

comprehensive commercial district

Excellence in Financial Reporting

and its management.

revitalization and proven track

financial story and motivate potential
users and user groups to read the
CAFR.
The Certificate of Achievement is

T

he City of Reidsville’s Main Street
Program has been designated

as a 2020 Accredited Main Street

The GFOA advances excellence

record of successfully applying the

Comprehensive Annual Financial

in government finance by providing

Main Street Approach™. Reidsville

Report (CAFR) for the fiscal year

best practices, professional

joined the North Carolina Main Street

ended June 30, 2019. This is the 31st

development, resources and practical

program in 1984, and this is the first

consecutive year that the Town has

research for more than 21,000

time the city’s program has achieved

earned this honor.

members and the communities they

accredited status. “We are proud to

to the Town of Garner for its

serve.
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recognize this year’s 860 Nationally

investment in downtowns, 303

One priority of the RDC over the past

Accredited Main Street America

net new businesses, and more

few years has been the installation

programs that have dedicated

than 1,700 net new full- and part-

of public art through Project DREAM

themselves to strengthening their

time jobs. In the last fiscal year,

(Downtown Reidsville Empowering

communities,” said Patrice Frey,

Reidsville’s downtown reported

Art Movement). The first mural,

President & CEO of the National Main

more than $120,000 in public and

“Greetings from Reidsville” was

Street Center. “These Accredited

private improvements, six net new

completed in fall 2018, and since

Main Street programs have proven to

businesses, and a net gain of 13

then, murals at the public library,

be powerful engines for revitalization

full time jobs. Missy Matthews is

an alleyway on South Scales street,

by sparking impressive economic

Reidsville’s Main Street Manager,

and the City Hall parking lot have

returns and preserving the character

and The Reidsville Downtown

been created. In addition, more than

of their communities. During these

Corporation (RDC) serves as

35 fire hydrants have been painted

challenging times, these Main

the advisory group for the city’s

throughout downtown, as well as

Street programs will be key to

Main Street participation. The

several utility boxes. In June 2020,

bringing economic vitality back to

RDC organizes and implements

28 art panels by Mary ED Ryan were

commercial districts and improving

downtown events such as Second

added to planter boxes in the 100

quality of life during the recovery

DownTown Fridays, the Christmas

and 200 blocks of South Scales

process.” In 2019 alone, $6.45 billion

Tree Lighting, and the Fall Jubilee.

Street, and Ruby Blanco recently

of public and private reinvestment

In 2018-19, this group of dedicated

completed a mural on the back

was generated, 6,466 net new

volunteers gave more than 1,100

of 138 S. Scales, facing the public

businesses were opened, 32,316 net

hours of service, valued at more

parking lot. Revitalization is also

new were jobs created, and 10,412

than $26,000. “Reidsville has

ongoing in downtown Reidsville.

buildings were rehabilitated in Main

been a Main Street community

Lucky City Brewing (228 Gilmer

Street America communities. The

for nearly 36 years, and this is

St.) recently completed their

performance of Reidsville’s Main

the first time we have achieved

underground plumbing and poured

Street Program is evaluated by

national accreditation,” Matthews

a concrete floor. At 105 Gilmer

The North Carolina Main Street NC

said. “Accreditation was one of my

Street, developer Michael Carpino is

Main Street & Rural Planning Center,

goals when I became Main Street

renovating the long vacant Nunnelly

which works in partnership with Main

Manager in 2017. I am so proud of the

Photography Studio building into

Street America to identify the local

hard work that the RDC board and

three apartments and a street-level

programs that meet ten rigorous

volunteers have put in over the last

retail space. Both projects are on

performance standards. Evaluation

few years to achieve this milestone –

pace to be complete by September

criteria determines the communities

and even more proud of the positive

2020. “For 36 years, Reidsville has

that are building comprehensive and

changes this group of volunteers

been a proud North Carolina Main

sustainable revitalization efforts and

continues to bring to our downtown.”

Street City. We are even more proud

include standards such as fostering

continued on page 42

strong public-private partnerships,
documenting programmatic
progress, and actively preserving
historic buildings. North Carolina
joined the Main Street program in
1980, and Reidsville was the 13th
designated NCMS community in

WE’RE ALL-IN
FOR YOUR SUCCESS

September 1984. Today more than
80 cities and towns are part of
North Carolina Main Street. In FY

OUR COMMITMENT TO DELIVERY HASN’T CHANGED.
LET’S COLLABORATE TOGETHER.

18-19 alone, these North Carolina
communities reported more than
$261 million in public and private

Fleming Loop Park, Fuquay-Varina

Southern City

info@withersravenel.com
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

Talk of our Towns

continued from page 7

continued from page 41

by the death of Floyd and others.

this year that we have, for the first time, received

The General Assembly concluded much of its

national Main Street accreditation,” said Reidsville

business in July. But with Congress considering another

Mayor Jay Donecker, a member of the Downtown

round of COVID-19 relief, legislators were set to return

Corporation Board. “Accreditation recognizes that

to Raleigh in early September. The scope of the

Reidsville’s downtown is a contributing part of this

legislation to be taken up was far from certain. In that

national movement, which celebrates community

regard, the pending session is very much like the times

character, preserves local history and generates

that we now face, with a future and the virus dictating it

impressive economic returns. Exciting projects are

very difficult to predict.

taking place in our downtown, with more development
on the horizon. That development has continued, even
in a time of economic downturn, confirms the vitality
of our downtown and our community.”

In support of elected officials during this time, the Center for Public
Leadership and Governance is offering 25% off the registration fee for
its open enrollment courses. The discount will automatically be applied
at checkout.

UPCOMING COURSES AND WEBINARS
Crisis Communications for Local Elected Officials
August 21 • Zoom
Local elected officials are under a unique set of
pressures now more than ever.
Leadership in times of stress is deeply important
and critically effective in helping your citizens
navigate this public health crisis.
The Local Elected Leaders Academy offers
programs, workshops, and courses designed
to instill needed leadership skills in today’s
municipal and county elected officials.
Participants will learn how to set and achieve
strategic goals, strengthen existing bonds,
and facilitate new connections as elected
officials.
To explore a curated list of COVID-19
resources for elected officials, visit
cplg.sog.unc.edu/learn-now
/elected-officials/

Leading with Emotional Intelligence
September 25 • Zoom
Top 10 Primer: What Local Elected Officials Need to Know about
Public Health and Social Services
October 9 • Zoom
Fiduciary Responsibilities for Local Elected Officials
October 15 • Zoom
Top 10 Primer: What Local Elected Officials Should Know about Mental Health,
Developmental Disabilities, and Substance Abuse
November 13 • Zoom
REGISTER AT cplg.sog.unc.edu/courses/local-elected-leaders-academy-lela

THINK CREATIVELY ACT COLLABORATIVELY LEAD
STRATEGICALLY

Thank you to Prudential for their
support of training for elected officials.
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PUBLIC & GOVERNMENT
AFFAIRS

2019 NCLM HIGHLIGHTS
LEGAL
200+ legal consultations from
120 cities and towns

•

Represented cities and
towns on 330 bills filed,
with over 60 of them
critical

•

Town and State Dinner: 96
legislators and 373 League
members

•

Rebrand: all new League
collateral

•

Municipal Operations
Consultants: consulted
with cities and towns on
finance and budgeting,
utility system integrity, etc.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
•

$22M Total Premium
Booked as of 7/1/2018

•

99% Renewal Retention

•

469 Workers’ Compensation
Trust Members

BUSINESS & MEMBERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
•

540 municipal members
served by 5 field
consultants

•

900+ face-to-face-visits

•

726 CityVision 2019 attendees

•

83 total meetings and events

•

$4,549,742.65 delinquent debts
collected for 350+
municipalities

PROPERTY & CASUALTY

•

$22M Total Premium
Booked as of 7/1/2018

•

99% Renewal Retention

•

403 Property and
Casualty Trust Members

•

Total Insured Values
increased 14.81%, from
$7.2M to $8.3M

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING

NATURALLY SLIM
108 HBT members who signed
up for Naturally Slim classes in
2019 lost a total of 444lbs

•

Dangerous Crossroads
Training: 5 classes, 93
municipalities

•

Use of Force Risk
Management Training: 5
classes, 68 municipalities

•

Active Shooter Training: 6
municipalities

RISK MANAGEMENT CLAIMS

3,483 total claims received in
2019

TELADOC
1,668 individuals have used
Teladoc in 2019

Southern City
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Taking the Field

Complex Problems
Require Strong Cities
and Local Responses
By Paul Meyer, NCLM Executive Director

A

s the COVID-19 pandemic
has hit our towns, cities,
state and nation, I have

make them more accessible.
When it comes to revenue losses,

authority can best address needs
that can vary greatly among the

our issue campaign of letter-

diverse mix of cities and towns

been quoted in recent weeks in

writing, direct outreach to North

across North Carolina. We have

both state and national publications

Carolina’s congressional delegation,

seen stark examples of that during

stating that these days have brought

work through the media including

these tumultuous times – whether

the most daunting challenges seen

newspaper op-ed placements, and

determining how to most effectively

by local government in decades.

social media outreach has resulted

enforce rules designed to keep

in a clear and loud message ringing

residents’ safe from the virus, or how

middle phases of the pandemic and

across the state that cities and towns

best to balance conflicting opinions

in finding solutions to the health and

need revenue replacement to remain

about statutes erected in the

economic effects created by it.

strong.

community square.

Unfortunately, we are at best in the

We face these challenges while
also coming to terms with needed
calls for social justice and changes in
policing practices.
For local elected and appointed
officials, I know that all of this must
seem overwhelming at times, as
these challenges present you not
only with difficult and weighty

These are issues that arise in the

Financially strong and
vibrant cities and towns

moment, on the ground. No set of
circumstances is ever exactly the
same. No single solution can work.
This crisis will eventually fade, but

are key to our collective

the need for effective, flexible and

economic future. They

local responses to the problems of

are key to equitable

the day will not.
Financially strong and vibrant cities

decisions, but logistical problems

solutions addressing

and towns are key to our collective

that can make simple daily tasks

residents’ concerns.

economic future. They are key to

complicated.
I hope that you can take some
comfort in knowing that our League

equitable solutions addressing
residents’ concerns.

That last point cannot be

As we all work as one to advance

staff does understand how difficult

emphasized enough. If this crisis

all regarding these immediate

these times are, and that we are

has proven nothing else, it is that

revenue needs today, we do so

doing what we can to help.

our country and our state require

to ensure that we will be able

financially strong and principled

to respond to unforeseen tests

have, for several years, offered

cities and towns to solve the day’s

of tomorrow, and by doing that,

training for police in use of force

complex problems in ways that best

continue making life better for the

policy and procedure and in how to

meet the unique needs of individual

people who live and work in the

balance duties and citizen rights in

communities.

diverse cities and towns of North

NCLM’s Risk Management Services

traffic stops. With COVID-19, those
trainings are now moving online to
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In these pages, I have spoken
many times before about how local
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Carolinians.

YOU DESERVE FINANCIAL SUCCESS. LET US HELP YOU BANK BETTER.
Here at Civic Federal Credit Union, we’re not just focused on helping you manage
your money - we want to help you reach your goals. Whether you need options for
your personal accounts, your businesses or organization - joining Civic gets you
access to products and services designed to give you a better way to bank.

Bonus Checking
Get Paid When You Spend

Cash-Back Rewards
Credit Cards for Personal
and Business Accounts

Business Banking
Lending and Deposit
Options for Growth

BECOME A MEMBER
Civic membership is open to current employees and retirees of local government and
their families, businesses and organizations. Membership is also extended to those that
volunteer or have volunteered for local government. Visit civicfcu.org to join today!
Southern City
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Southern City
434 Fayetteville Street, Suite 1900
Raleigh, NC 27601

JOIN THE CREDIT UNION
THAT’S INVESTED
IN YOUR SUCCESS
What drew me to LGFCU
was … the fact that it takes an
exceptional look at local government
employees’ needs. Whether we need
money for a car or a place to put our
money away in savings, LGFCU can help.”
Forrest J. / Garner
© Be t

When Forrest J. joined Local Government Federal Credit Union,
he had already completed the LGFCU Fellows program at the UNC
School of Government, tuition-free. LGFCU’s commitment to local
government employees convinced him to become a member.
Today, Forrest is also a member of LGFCU’s Advisory Council and
enjoys talking with his staff about LGFCU products that may help
them achieve their financial goals.

Interested in joining? See details at lgfcu.org/join.
Federally insured by NCUA
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